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Outsider rebel? An immigrant from what is now Croatia, Tesla would move to America and go on to create groundbreaking inventions
including some that would change the world. This book reveals the life, drama and mystery surrounding the romantic figure. Product
Identifiers.Â David Kent has been a scientist for thirty years and has worked as a consultant in both the United States and Europe. He is
actively involved in and commonly speaks at regional, national, and international scientific organisations. He has served as president of
regional chapters of both the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) and the Society for Risk Analysis (SRA).
Nicola Tesla was like a science fiction writer. He was endlessly inventive and forward looking, with many of his most creative ideas
anticipating real future developments. He is credited with discovering wireless radio, xrays, AC electricity, hydroelectric power
generation, and many other things we take for granted. He was also like a science fiction writer insofar as he didnâ€™t have much
interest of involvement in developing his ideas into commercial products.Â These things can be comfortably gleaned from David
Kentâ€™s Tesla: The Wizard of Electricity. Kent writes in easy prose that mirrors Teslaâ€™s penchant for moving on to the next thing.
He doesnâ€™t belabor the science behind Teslaâ€™s inventions, which is good for the general reader since there are many inventions
to cover.

